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Electric Roadster Faces Challenges on     

All-American Makers 

 ~ Ecology ~ Economy ~ Excitement ~ 

  

Russellville, Tennessee November 30, 2015:  Shockwave Motors, Inc.  

On All-American Makers, designers and creators pitch their products to a panel of three experts featuring Printrbot 

founder and owner Brook Drumm, mechanical designer and robotics expert Brian Roe, and venture capitalist Marc 

Portney.  Products are put through a series of rigorous tests by Drumm and Roe to find out how it works and if it lives up 

to its claim.  Watch what happens when our prototype electric roadster is put through the wringer by these experts!     

At Shockwave Motors, we make electric cars cool by providing a high performance electric roadster that’s economical, 

pollution free, and just plain fun to drive! 

http://shockwavemotors.com/
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Our three-passenger roadster is classified as an Autocycle and is designed with the daily commuter in mind.  The 

roadster has a range of 80 to 100 miles and then plugs into any standard 120-volt outlet for about 8 or 9 hours for a 

complete recharge.  Then the commuter is ready to drive another 80 to 100 miles home.  This gives the roadster an 

effective range of up to 200 miles per day.  The top speed is about 70 MPH.  No other electric vehicle, with our level of 

performance, can get a complete recharge in about 8 hours from a standard wall outlet.  This is what sets us apart.  We 

don’t need any new infrastructure or special charging stations – just a simple 120-volt outlet! 

The show is scheduled to air on Wednesday, December 9
th
 at 8 PM on the Science Channel.  Tune in and see how our 

prototype electric roadster faces their challenges. 

Science Channel, a division of Discovery Communications, Inc, is home for the thought provocateur, the individual who 

is unafraid to ask the killer questions of "how" and "why not." The network is a playground for those with audacious 

intellects and features programming willing to go beyond imagination to explore the unknown. Guided by curiosity, 

Science Channel looks for innovation in mysterious new worlds as well as in its own backyard. Science Channel and the 

Science Channel HD simulcast reaches over 75 million U.S. households. 

Bray Entertainment is more than a production company. We are an idea factory that’s passionate about creating unique 

and memorable content. In an era of shrinking attention spans and seemingly endless competition, we believe that all 

content must first be entertaining. Whether it’s through captivating characters or compelling subject matter, we 

relentlessly pursue mining the moments that engage viewers from start till finish. 

Shockwave Motors, Inc. is a values-based, technology driven, certified electric vehicle (motorcycle) manufacturer.  The 

electric roadsters manufactured by Shockwave Motors are an innovative combination of the best of today's technology 

and sleek, aerodynamic styling.   

Please contact Shockwave Motors, Inc. at 423.754.6067 for additional details.   
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